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Universal scaling of the conductivity relaxation in crystalline ionic conductors
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We present complex admittance measurements on single-crystal yttria-stabilized zirconia and polycrystalline
Li0.5La0.5TiO3 over the frequency range 5 Hz to 30 MHz and at temperatures ranging between 150 and 650 K.
Electric-field relaxation in both fast ionic conductors can be described using Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts decay
functions, but departures are observed at high frequencies and low temperatures. Electric modulus data obey
the Dixon-Nagel scaling that has been proposed to be universal in describing the relaxation processes in
supercooled liquids. Our data provide broader universality to the Dixon-Nagel scaling, and are interpreted in
terms of the influence of mobile ions positional disorder on the relaxation dynamics.@S0163-1829~98!06701-0#
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Much interest has been paid in recent years to the stud
the effect of ion-ion or ion-lattice correlations on the d
namic response of ionic conductors. In this field, electri
conductivity relaxation from complex admittance measu
ments is one of the most frequently used tools to characte
the effect of cooperativity on ion motion. It turns out th
many-body interactions give rise to non-Debye respo
functions,1–3 and these functions are usually well reproduc
using stretched exponential relaxation functions of
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts~KWW! ~Ref. 4! kind, i.e.,
f(t)5e2(t/t)b

, with the exponentb comprised between 0
and 1.

KWW functions have proven to describe the relaxati
processes in very different classes of disordered syst
ranging from electric-field relaxation in glasses,5 or stress
relaxation in glasses,6 to dielectric relaxation in glass
forming polymers7 and supercooled liquids,8 etc., at least
over a few orders of magnitude of frequency around the
laxation peak. However, a description of the relaxation p
cess over wide frequency and temperature ranges is o
impossible using a KWW function: significant departur
from this behavior have been frequently observed at s
times compared with the relaxation timet.9 In this context an
universal scaling of thea relaxation in supercooled liquid
has been proposed,8 showing that data of different materia
over wide frequency and temperature ranges fall on a sin
scaling curve. The scaling curve clearly shows the depar
from the KWW behavior at high frequencies. This scali
has also shown to be valid in other systems like orientati
ally disordered crystals,10 and spin glasses.11

In this paper we present data of conductivity relaxation
two crystalline ionic conductors: single-crystal yttria
stabilized zirconia and polycrystalline Li0.5La0.5TiO3. We
show that electric modulus plots may also be normaliz
using the Dixon-Nagel scaling procedure.8 It points to a
broader degree of universality of this scaling plot and,
sides, may shed some light on the nature of the ionic c
duction process in crystalline solids and the role played
the positional disorder of mobile ions in fast ion
conductors.12

We have measured complex admittance over the
quency range 5 Hz–30 Mhz using standard impedance
570163-1829/98/57~1!/41~4!/$15.00
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lyzers ~HP 4192A, HP 4284A, and HP 4285A! and at tem-
peratures comprised between 150 and 650 K. Samples w
cylindrical cold-pressed pellets in the case of Li0.5La0.5TiO3
and 103530.5 mm, @100# oriented, single crystals in the
case of yttria-stabilized zirconia~YSZ! (9.5% mol Y2O3).
Contacts were evaporated gold spots. Further experime
details can be found elsewhere.13,14

Figure 1 shows the imaginary part of the electric modu
as a function of frequency for both samples. For clarity n
all measured temperatures are displayed in the figure. E
tric modulus,M* (v), is related to the relaxation functio
through

M* ~v!5
j vF~v!

e`
, ~1!

whereF~v! is the Fourier transform of the relaxation fun
tion f(t), and e` is the high-frequency permittivity. An
analysis of modulus vs frequency plots reveals that, near
peak, the relaxation could be described by a KWW rela
ation function, being its shape practically temperatu
independent. Beta values of 0.4 were obtained at temp
tures at which the peak could be resolved. However,
frequencies well above the peak frequency, clear depart
from the KWW behavior~dotted lines in Fig. 1! can be ob-
served, which basically consist of the imaginary part of t
modulus becoming almost independent of frequency. Dep
tures from KWW functions can be further discussed in t
frame of the conductivity formalism.

It is well known that KWW responses in the time doma
can be alternatively described by using power-law dep
dences on frequency for the complex conductivitys* ~v!, of
the form

s* ~v!5s0@11~ j v/vc!
~12b!1 j v/vc#, ~2!

wherevc defines the crossover frequency between the c
stant dc conductivitys0 at low frequencies, and the powe
law dependence at high frequencies. This crossover
quency is related to the relaxation time of the KW
relaxation function through the expression

vc5
s0

e`
5

b

G~1/b!t
, ~3!
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whereG represents the Euler’sg function. The equivalence
between both pictures in time and frequency domains
been extensively discussed previously in these materials13,14

Figure 2 presents the frequency dependence of the
part of the conductivity, at several temperatures, for the
systems analyzed. It can be observed that, at high freq
cies and low temperatures, a new power-dependent cont
tion appears with an exponent close to one, such that c
ductivity can then be described as

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the e
tric modulus for ~a! YSZ between 227 and 663 K, and for~b!
Li0.5La0.5TiO3 between 153 and 271 K. In both cases symbols
experimental data and solid lines are fits to expression~4!. Dashed
lines represent a KWW behavior withb50.4; departures from this
behavior are observed at high frequencies and low temperatur
s

al
o
n-
u-
n-

s* ~v!5s0@11~ j v/vc!
~12b!1 j v/vc#1Av. ~4!

The temperature dependence of the crossover freque
vc , which is proportional to dc conductivitys0 , is pre-
sented for both systems in Fig. 3 in an Arrhenius plot. In
case of Li0.5La0.5TiO3 the behavior is clearly non-Arrhenius
in fact, the line in the figure is a fit to a Vogel-Tamma
Fulcher function,15 vc5v` exp@2A/(T2T0)#, with A
51990 K andT0573.3 K. But in the case of YSZ the cross
over frequencyvc remains Arrhenius over the measurin
temperature range with an activation energy of 1.16 eV,
though other authors have previously reported a n
Arrhenius behavior from dc conductivity measureme
when this range is extended towards high enou
temperatures.16

Concerning the linear regime at high frequencies, it h
been previously observed in different materials and propo
to be a universal feature in ionic conductors.17 Its origin has
been discussed in terms of localized dipolelike oscillation
ions in asymmetric double-well potentials arising from a d
ordered distribution of ions.18 This concept probably applie

c-

e

.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the crossover frequencvc

for YSZ ~d! and Li0.5La0.5TiO3 ~j!. It can be seen the non
Arrhenius temperature dependence for Li0.5La0.5TiO3. In the case of
YSZ, an Arrhenius behavior is obtained in our experimental te
perature range.
e fits to
FIG. 2. ~a! Frequency dependence of the real part of the electrical conductivity for YSZ between 211 and 560 K; solid lines ar
expression~4! at 211, 332, 450, 514, and 560 K.~b! Frequency dependence of the real part of the electrical conductivity for Li0.5La0.5TiO3

between 153 and 242 K; solid lines are fits to expression~4! at 153, 171, 186, and 202 K.
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57 43BRIEF REPORTS
here as a consequence of randomly distributed oxygen
cancies~in YSZ! or lithium ions ~in Li 0.5La0.5TiO3!. This
linear term describes the departures from the KWW rel
ation function in the conductivity formalism. Since, a
quoted above, fitting conductivity plots to expression~4! al-
lows obtaining all relaxation parameters, modulus plots
be reconstructed using the relationM* (v)5 j v/s* (v) even
at those temperatures that the peak frequency is out of
measuring frequency window. Solid lines in Fig. 1 are t
imaginary part of the electric modulus calculated from co
plex conductivity fits. It becomes clear from these lines t
the departures from KWW relaxation functions observed
modulus plots are due to the onset of the term linear in
quency observed in conductivity plots.

We have shown so far that the relaxation process can
be described in the whole frequency and temperature ra
using a single KWW function. In this context, it has be
proposed8,10 that, instead of searching for the correct rela
ation function describing experimental data, an alterna
approach is to look at the universality of its general shape
different materials over broad frequency and tempera
ranges. Dixonet al.8 have shown that a universal scalin
curve can be obtained for the dielectric relaxation of diff
ent glass formers if one plotsw21log10(e9 f p /De f ) vs
w21(11w21)log10( f / f p). w is the width of the susceptibil
ity peak normalized to a Debye relaxation,De is the relax-
ation strength, andf p is the peak frequency for the maximu
observed ine9. Taking into account that, in the case of th
conductivity relaxation, electric field relaxes at constant d
placement vector, the quantity describing the relaxation
the electric modulus instead of the complex permittivity.12,19

A scaling plot has then been constructed displaying p
w21log10(M 9 f p /DM f ) vs w21(11w21)log10( f / f p), where
M 9 is the imaginary part of the modulus andDM is the
modulus relaxation strength. Results are presented in Fi
showing that data of both materials satisfactorily collapse
the same scaling curve. Moreover, the scaling curve obta
has exactly the same form as that reported for other type
relaxation processes in structural glasses. In the same fi
the line is a stretched exponential withb50.4, showing the
departures from this behavior observed at enough high
quencies, and which we have interpreted as due to the o
of the linear regime shown in conductivity vs frequen
plots.
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Interestingly, our data on conductivity relaxation sho
many of the characteristic features exhibited by glassy m
rials in the neighborhood of the glass transition: no
exponential relaxation~KWW!, departures from this relax
ation function at short times, and non-Arrhenius behavior
the relaxation time. Besides, the fact that electric conduc
ity relaxation in crystalline ionic conducting solids obeys t
same scaling that the dielectric susceptibility in glass for
ing liquids is remarkable, and shows not only that the Dixo
Nagel scaling has broader universality but also that the
ture of the conductivity relaxation in ionic conductors has
complexity beyond the expectations from the crystalli
translational order. In fast ionic conductors, glassy or cr
talline, the number of available sites exceeds the numbe
mobile ions and they cannot be unambiguously arrange
an optimized manner, in this sense ionic conductors are
to be characterized by positional disorder.12 The dynamics of
the ionic diffusion process seem to be governed by coop
tive effects among charge carriers and, therefore, the gl
like properties found in the electrical conductivity relaxatio
of crystalline ionic conductors might be related to position
disorder.

FIG. 4. Dixon-Nagel scaling plot of electrical modulus data d
scribing the electrical conductivity relaxation on YSZ an
Li0.5La0.5TiO3. The solid line in the figure represents a KWW r
laxation withb50.4, showing that data depart from this behavior
high frequencies and low temperatures.
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